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S.1 Distribution of indels of different lengths among introns (Table S1, Figure S1) 

Since long indels are on average more parsimony consistent than short indels, it might 

therefore seem desirable to use only long indels in phylogenetic analyses. However,we show here 

that there are too few long indels to produce a sufficient number of well resolved gene trees needed 

for coalescent analysis. We grouped indels in nested length categories, and report their numbers 

per intron as well as the number of introns represented by each category (Table S1). Although there 

are a total of 141,375 intron indels >50bp in length in our dataset, they are spread unequally among 

2,452 loci, only 24% of indels are parsimony informative, and they are distributed among lineages 

in proportion to branch length. Ergo, there are very few, if any, longer indels in the deep short 

branches of most gene trees.  

We calculated Bootstrap Support (BS) on Maximum Likelihood (ML) trees using concatenated 

data in each of the nested length categories (Figure S1).  ML trees were calculated using the 

BINGAMMA model in RAxML [1] starting from 1 (all indels and >1bp indel length categories) to 10 

randomized MP trees (all other length categories), depending on computational limitations in 

relation to dataset size. The number of bootstrap replications was determined by the extended 

majority-rule boot-stopping criterion in RAxML (50–800 replications for indel classes >10bp), or 

truncated manually for the larger datasets of more inclusive indel length categories. Not 

surprisingly, mean nodal BS support is lower in trees generated using longer indel categories due to 

the relative dearth of long indels. 

S.2 Maximum Parsimony (MP) Analyses (Figures S2–S5)  

MP analyses of the intron indel, UCE, exon, and combined indel+UCE+exon datasets of Jarvis 

et al [2,3], not previously reported, are presented for comparative purposes (Figures S2–S5). 

Bootstrap MP trees of concatenated indels were calculated using TNT [4] with 1000 replications of 

tree bisection-reconnection branch-swapping and 10 trees saved per replication (equally most 

parsimonious trees were treated as strict consensus) with 10,000 bootstrap replications. We 

considered MP to be a reasonable analytical strategy given the relatively large state space of indels. 

When the state space for characters is sufficiently large the MP tree is the ML tree [5,6]; see Yuri et 

al. [7] and Braun et al. [8] for additional discussion of the utility of MP when analyzing low-

homoplasy characters. 

S.3 Maximum Likelihood (ML) Analyses (Figures S6, S7) 

ML analyses of the intron indel and whole genome indel datasets of Jarvis et al [2,3], not 

previously reported, are presented for comparative purposes (Figures S6, S7). Best ML tree of 

concatenated intron indels was calculated using the BINGAMMA model in RAxML [1], from 10 

randomized starting MP trees. Bootstrap values were calculated on one starting tree with 100 

replicates.  

S.4 Intron indel and nt gene tree ensemble RI as a function of number of characters per locus. 

(Figure S8) 

Different loci were chosen for the indel and nt data to range from 1,000 to 3,500 characters, 

whether indels or nts. This character size interval was selected to capture the greatest amount of 

dataset size overlap without getting into the tail end of either the indel or nt distributions. The 

indels, of course, were scored from loci whose nt sequence length is much larger than the loci 

plotted for nts. Gene trees of both the indel and nt datasets were generated from the full locus. 

Intron indels exhibit higher RI than intron nts, with no character dataset size effect.  Note that 

Figure 3 and Table 2 report RI, a measure of the behavior of individual characters, whereas 

ensemble RI is a collective measure of those characters, here per gene tree. 

S.5 Robinson-Foulds (RF) distances (Figure S9) 
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RF distances were calculated between gene tree pairs of 1) indel and nt gene trees of the same 

locus, 2) indel gene trees of randomly chosen loci, and 3) nt gene trees of randomly chosen loci, for 

both intron and UCE loci. Frequency distributions of each the six type of RF comparisons are 

plotted as density of normalized RF distances. Randomly sampled nucleotide gene trees are more 

congruent with one another than indel and nucleotide gene trees of the same locus. Indel and 

nucleotide gene trees of the same locus are substantially more congruent with one another than 

randomly sampled indel gene trees. 

S.6 Quartet Frequency Analyses (Figures S10–S13) 

Quartet frequencies were calculated using ASTRAL III [10] on ML BS gene trees with 5% 

contraction, and presented as relative frequencies using DiscoVista [11].  

S.7 ASTRAL polytomy tests (Figures S14–S22) 

Polytomy tests were performed on each data partition separately and in various combinations 

using ASTRAL-III [11] as described in section 3.7 of main text. 

Data and code used in this paper can be found at http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3237219. 
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Table S1. Distribution of indels per intron per size class. 

 All indels >1bp >10bp >50bp >100bp 

Number of Indels      

     Minimum 6 1 0 0 0 

     1st Quartile 431.5 322.5 110.5 13 6 

     Median 1014 755 256 35 17 

     3rd Quartile 2065 1541.5 521 75 39 

     Maximum 13612 9917 3525 648 409 

Number of Introns       

     Represented 2515 2515 2509 2452 2324 

     Absent 1 1 7 64 192 

 

Figure S1. Bootstrap Support for Maximum Likelihood Intron Indel trees using indels of different 

size classes. Black dots are nodal BS values, large red circles are means. 
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Figure S2. Bootstrap Maximum Parsimony tree of concatenated intron indels using TNT [4] with 

1000 replications of tree bisection-reconnection branch-swapping and 10 trees saved per replication 

(equally most parsimonious trees were treated as strict consensus) and 10,000 bootstrap replications. 

Bootstrap scores are shown only for branches with <100% support. 
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Figure S3. Bootstrap Maximum Parsimony tree of concatenated UCE indels. Tree estimation was 

performed as in Figure S2. Bootstrap scores are shown only for branches with < 100% support. 
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Figure S4. Bootstrap Maximum Parsimony tree of concatenated exon indels. Indels >29bp in length 

were omitted to avoid scoring missing exons as indels since indels were scored from exons that 

were concatenated by locus. Tree estimation was otherwise performed as in Figure S2. Bootstrap 

scores are shown only for branches with <100% support. 
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Figure S5. Bootstrap Maximum Parsimony tree of concatenated intron+UCE+exon indels. Tree 

estimation was performed as in Figures S2–S4. Bootstrap scores are shown only for branches with 

<100% support. 
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Figure S6. Best Maximum Likelihood tree of concatenated intron indels using the BINGAMMA 

model in RAxML [1], from 10 randomized starting MP trees (−10 option). Bootstrap values 

calculated on one starting tree with 100 replicates. Bootstrap scores are shown only for branches 

with <100% support. 
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Figure S7. Best Maximum Likelihood tree of whole genome indels using the BINGAMMA model in 

RAxML [1]. Bootstrap values calculated on one starting tree with 100 replicates. Bootstrap scores are 

shown only for branches with <100% support. 
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Figure S8. Intron indel and nt gene tree ensemble RI as a function of number of characters per locus. 
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Figure S9. Gene tree Robinson-Foulds (RF) distances for intron and uce gene trees. Density of 

normalized RF distances between nucleotide and indel gene trees of the same locus (dashed lines) 

are compared to distances between randomly sampled indel gene trees and randomly sampled 

nucleotide gene trees (solid lines). Randomly sampled nucleotide gene trees are more congruent 

with one another than indel and nucleotide gene trees of the same locus. Indel and nucleotide gene 

trees of the same locus are substantially more congruent with one another than randomly sampled 

indel gene trees. 
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Figure S10. Quartet Scores of intron indel ASTRAL tree. Right panel: Collapsed intron indel 5% 

ASTRAL tree. Left panel: For all labeled internal branches, we show the quartet frequency of the 

main resolution (the red bar) and the two alternative resolutions around that branch (blue bars). 

Labels on the x-axis indicate the quartet topology. Quartet frequencies computed from nt gene trees 

are shown in lightertones and quartet frequencies based on indel gene trees are shown in darker 

tones. The horizontal dashed lines show the ⅓ threshold, which corresponds to either a true hard 

polytomy or random resolutions in gene trees. Nodes with high support (top) and low support 

(bottom) are separated to allow two different scales. Note that many of the basal branches have 

quartet frequencies that are very close to ⅓. Note that differences between indel and nt tree tree 

topologies render differences in node presence and outlay between Figures S10–S13. 
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Figure S11. Quartet Scores of intron nt ASTRAL tree. Right panel: Collapsed intron nt 5% ASTRAL 

tree. Left panel: For all labeled internal branches, we show the quartet frequency of the main 

resolution (the red bar) and the two alternative resolutions around that branch (blue bars). Labels on 

the x-axis indicate the quartet topology. Quartet frequencies computed from nt gene trees are shown 

in lightertones and quartet frequencies based on indel gene trees are shown in darker tones. The 

horizontal dashed lines show the ⅓ threshold, which corresponds to either a true hard polytomy or 

random resolutions in gene trees. Nodes with high support (top) and low support (bottom) are 

separated to allow two different scales. Note that many of the basal branches have quartet 

frequencies that are very close to ⅓. Note that differences between indel and nt tree tree topologies 

render differences in node presence and outlay between Figures S10–S13. 
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Figure S12. Quartet Scores of UCE indel ASTRAL tree. Right panel: Collapsed UCE indel 5% 

ASTRAL tree. Left panel: For all labeled internal branches, we show the quartet frequency of the 

main resolution (the red bar) and the two alternative resolutions around that branch (blue bars). 

Labels on the x-axis indicate the quartet topology. Quartet frequencies computed from nt gene trees 

are shown in lightertones and quartet frequencies based on indel gene trees are shown in darker 

tones. The horizontal dashed lines show the ⅓ threshold, which corresponds to either a true hard 

polytomy or random resolutions in gene trees. Nodes with high support (top) and low support 

(bottom) are separated to allow two different scales. Note that many of the basal branches have 

quartet frequencies that are very close to ⅓. Note that differences between indel and nt tree tree 

topologies render differences in node presence and outlay between Figures S10–S13. 
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Figure S13. Quartet Scores of UCE nt ASTRAL tree.  Right panel: Collapsed UCE nt 5% ASTRAL 

tree. Left panel: For all labeled internal branches, we show the quartet frequency of the main 

resolution (the red bar) and the two alternative resolutions around that branch (blue bars). Labels on 

the x-axis indicate the quartet topology. Quartet frequencies computed from nt gene trees are shown 

in lightertones and quartet frequencies based on indel gene trees are shown in darker tones. The 

horizontal dashed lines show the ⅓ threshold, which corresponds to either a true hard polytomy or 

random resolutions in gene trees. Nodes with high support (top) and low support (bottom) are 

separated to allow two different scales. Note that many of the basal branches have quartet 

frequencies that are very close to ⅓. Note that differences between indel and nt tree tree topologies 

render differences in node presence and outlay between Figures S10–S13. 
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Figure S14. Polytomy test of intron indel dataset [11] conducted using ASTRAL III [12]. p values are 

shown on branches. Those highlighted in red indicate that a hard polytomy cannot be rejected with 

the data at hand at the p ≤ 0.05 level. 
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Figure S15. Polytomy test of intron nt dataset [11] conducted using ASTRAL III [12]. p values are 

shown on branches. Those highlighted in red indicate that a hard polytomy cannot be rejected with 

the data at hand at the p ≤ 0.05 level. 
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Figure S16. Polytomy test of combined intron indel+nt dataset [11] conducted using ASTRAL III 

[12]. p values are shown on branches. Those highlighted in red indicate that a hard polytomy cannot 

be rejected with the data at hand at the p ≤ 0.05 level. 
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Figure S17. Polytomy test of UCE indel dataset [11] conducted using ASTRAL III [12]. p values are 

shown on branches. Those highlighted in red indicate that a hard polytomy cannot be rejected with 

the data at hand at the p ≤ 0.05 level. 
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Figure S18. Polytomy test of the UCE nt dataset [11] conducted using ASTRAL III [12]. p values are 

shown on branches. Those highlighted in red indicate that a hard polytomy cannot be rejected with 

the data at hand at the p ≤ 0.05 level. 
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Figure S19. Polytomy test of the combined UCE indel+nt dataset [11] conducted using ASTRAL III 

[12]. p values are shown on branches. Those highlighted in red indicate that a hard polytomy cannot 

be rejected with the data at hand at the p ≤ 0.05 level. 
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Figure S20. Polytomy test of the combined intron+UCE indel dataset [11] conducted using ASTRAL 

III [12]. p values are shown on branches. Those highlighted in red indicate that a hard polytomy 

cannot be rejected with the data at hand at the p ≤ 0.05 level. 
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Figure S21. Polytomy test of the combined intron+UCE nt dataset [11] conducted using ASTRAL III 

[12]. p values are shown on branches. Those highlighted in red indicate that a hard polytomy cannot 

be rejected with the data at hand at the p ≤ 0.05 level. 
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Figure S22. Polytomy test of the combined intron+UCE indel+nt dataset [11] conducted using 

ASTRAL III [12]. p values are shown on branches. Those highlighted in red indicate that a hard 

polytomy cannot be rejected with the data at hand at the p ≤ 0.05 level. 
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